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HOTELS DESIGNED TO SAY YES!
MODERN PROFESSIONALISM BEHIND HISTORIC WALLS
Experience the unique atmosphere of the Radisson Blu Badischer Hof Hotel, Baden-Baden. Set at the foot of the Black Forest, the hotel is situated at the Kurgarten of the “summer capital of Europe”, close to the pedestrian zone, the famous Festspielhaus, the congress center and some other famous sights. The Hotel is just a few minutes’ drive from the Baden-Baden exit of the A5 motorway.

Partially accommodated in a former Capuchin monastery the historic Grand Hotel still exudes the stately elegance of yesteryear with its own healing thermal water from the Friedrichquelle.
Our 162 newly renovated and air-conditioned rooms and suites are stylish, charming and modern. Whether in the historic “monastery” or the postmodern building: All rooms and suites offer outstanding comfort, designed to make each stay harmonious and beneficial.
The Radisson Blu is the only hotel in Baden-Baden, which has a thermal water connection. Here flows up to 37°C hot water directly into the indoor and outdoor pools of the spacious spa area. On an area of 800m², the light-filled spa area also offers a heated lap pool, a sauna, a steam bath, a brine cabin and a gym.
CULINARY DELIGHTS

Classic delicacies and a varied selection of regional and international culinary pleasures await you in the Park Restaurant. During the summer months, you may dine out on the terrace and enjoy the Mediterranean atmosphere of Baden-Baden and the hotel park. In the evening “release the reins” in the Jockey Bar, the ideal meeting place to while away or to make plans for the coming day.

In our exclusive Tea-Lounge, located in the historical monastery lobby you may enjoy a rich selection of tea specialities with delicious hand-made pastries.
MEETINGS & EVENTS

For stylish business and private events of all kinds, the Radisson Blu Badischer Hof Hotel offers spacious modern rooms for up to 180 people.

Five unique function rooms between 32 m² and 170 m², with natural light, which are equipped with W-LAN Internet access and modern conference technology, are available for meetings, events and festivities.
Radisson Rewards™ provides members an enhanced experience from time of booking to checkout and every moment in-between. Members enjoy Member Only Rates, have access to exclusive benefits, and earn towards free nights across Radisson Hotel Group™ portfolio of hotels.

HIGHLIGHTS

For a musical journey to remember, spend an evening at the Festspielhaus, the largest opera and concert hall in Germany.

The grandiose Baden-Baden Casino, which is located inside the Kurhaus, is a temple of excitement from the late morning until the late night.

Take a stroll along the impressive frontage of the Trinkhalle with its 16 Corinthian pillars and striking murals. Located at the foot of the romantic Old Town, the Friedrichsbad unites Roman bathing culture and Irish bathing tradition since it opened in 1877. The theater Baden-Baden constructed from 1860 to 1862, offers, after complete renovation in 1992, modern technology.